
Real time, machine curated, AI enhanced, threat intelligence
delivered right to your Anomali ThreatStream console for

early warnings and triage of critical threats



Use case Customer
An organization trying to proactively detect and triage threats, with
access to multiple threat and vulnerability intelligence feeds
connected to Anomali ThreatStream

Problem

Team overwhelmed by noisy threat intelligence feeds delivering no
context for reported vulnerabilities and IoCs. No easy way to filter
threats and vulnerabilities simply based on vendors, products and
services used by the organization. 

Need

Access to a real time threat feed with ability to filter and
contextualize threats and vulnerabilities based on simple list of
vendors, products and services.



Solution

Cutting edge threat intel

Patented, machine curated, AI enhanced real-
time, threat intelligence surfaces and predicts
cvss scores, exploitability, weaponization by
crawling www/dark web
Avoid all human induced errors, misses in
threat & vulnerability intel. 

Marketplace App

A premium Anomali threat feed integrated with
ThreatWorx Attenu8 platform

Reduced noise and faster triage

Anomali users see only relevant threats and
vulnerabilities which reduces time to detect
and triage critical vulnerabilities

005

Real-time, machine curated, AI enhanced
and filtered  threats delivered via a
premium Anomali ThreatStream App
available on the Anomali Marketplace



How does it work - 1
Setup your ThreatFilter in ThreatWorx Attenu8 Platform

A ThreatFilter is simply a list of keywords which can include vendors, products, services that the platform
uses to filter new threats and vulnerabilities as they surface. 
ThreatWorx Attenu8 uses these keywords to determine their relevance to the surfaced threats rather than
just a find / grep.



How does it work - 2
Get your ThreatWorx API key

ThreatWorx ReST API allows downstream applications to integrate and build custom workflows for triage
and remediation



How does it work - 3
Get the ThreatWorx Premium Feed App from the Anomali Marketplace

Activate the app using your ThreatWorx API key



How does it work - 4
ThreatWorx Channel is available in Anomoli Marketplace



How does it work - 5
Threat / Malware Feed is available in Anomali ThreatStream Console



How does it work - 6
Vulnerability Feed is available in Anomali ThreatStream Console



How does it work - 7
Vulnerability Details from ThreatWorx available in ThreatStream Console 



The Result

Real time, machine curated, AI enhanced, filtered threat intelligence
delivered to your Anomali ThreatStream Console


